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Brenden Lake 
Assistant Professor, Psychology and Data Science


Research Scientist, Facebook AI Research

office hours: Wednesdays 
4:30-5:30pm, 6 Washington 

Place, Room 858 (Also zoom by 
request in this slot)

https://cims.nyu.edu/~brenden
https://lake-lab.github.io/

https://cims.nyu.edu/~brenden
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Peiling Jiang 
NYU alum and current Research Assistant 

office hours: Thursday, 1-2pm, Zoom (see 
EdStem for details)



What is this class about?

Shorter version 

Experimental approaches to understanding the structure of 
human thought. 



Longer version 

 An introductory course on the use of various behavioral 
measures (accuracy, reaction time, etc...) to understand the 
structure of the human mind. Our goal is to use experiments 
to test alternative theories of cognitive function and to better 
understand the motivation and structure of human behavior. 
We will learn a basic set of skills for using computers to run 
experiments, collect data, analyze it, and communicate the 
outcome to others. 

What is this class about?



Topics
• What makes a good research question?


• What makes a good experiment?


• How do we use statistics to analyze an experiment?


• Standard computer programming and statistical tools for 
data analysis

• tools for analyzing/manipulating data

• describing data

• visualizing data

• hypothesis testing

• fitting statistical models


• Research ethics


• Putting it all together to do research!
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• Increasingly essential component of doing research in psychology
• Increasingly essential component of working in a data-rich world!
• High probability these skills will serve you well, regardless of what you 

decide to do after you degree

Why the focus on programming, and 
analyzing data through programming?

Example: Tech companies have the biggest troves of behavioral data,
which require sophisticated analysis 





Course website
https://cims.nyu.edu/~brenden/courses/labincp/intro.html



Course discussion and 
announcements: EdStem



The class website is the text book



Getting in touch

If you need to send an individual message, 


Email address for instructors and TAs: 
instructors-labcp-fall2021@googlegroups.com

EdStem should be your main point of contact. Use EdStem if you 
think there's even a small chance someone has the same question. 
This will also get you the fastest answer.




How will we spend our class time?

An interactive mix of
• Short lectures
• Student presentations
• Group work 
• Practical exercises
• Discussions! Please participate



Lecture schedule



PSYCH-UA 10 (Statistical reasoning for the behavioral sciences) 

PSYCH-UA 11 (Advanced psychological statistics) 

One of the following:  
PSYCH-UA 22 (Perception), 
PSYCH-UA 25 (Cognitive Neuroscience), 
PSYCH-UA 29 (COGNITION) 

(Informally, you should have a desire to learn technical tools/
programming used in research design and analysis)

Pre-requisites



Computer programming in 
Python for research

• A substantial aspect of the class is learning to use Python 
for research and data analysis

•  We will be teaching these skills in the class. However, if 
you find that you need extra assistance, the Bobst library 
provide statistical consultants who are familiar with these 
packages (see website for details)



Python and Jupyter notebooks 



Pre-configured cloud environment

Students registered are encouraged to use the cloud 
Jupyter environment with all required packages pre-
installed (see class website).



Working groups

Before next class, students will be pseudo-randomly 
assigned to a working group of 3 that they keep throughout 
the semester

Email us (today!) if you have a buddy in the class that you 
would like to be grouped with. We will try to accommodate 
but can’t guarantee (instructors-labcp-
fall2021@googlegroups.com).

mailto:instructors-labcp-fall2021@googlegroups.com
mailto:instructors-labcp-fall2021@googlegroups.com
mailto:instructors-labcp-fall2021@googlegroups.com


Grading

Class Participation (10% of grade)
Attendance and participation is important given the hands on 
nature of the course. Two “free”/”no excuse” absences are 
automatically granted. You do not need to tell me the reason but 
connect with other students or the TA to find out what you 
missed. Otherwise, please get in touch in advance if you expect 
to miss class.



Quizzes (10% of grade)
Short quizzes on the assigned reading and videos will be 
assigned at the start of each class.

Presentation (10% of grade)
Students will be assigned to a working group that they will keep 
throughout the entire semester (~3 people). You will use this 
group for in-class work and labs. Additionally, each group will be 
in charge of presenting a summary of the reading/chapter 
assigned for one of the classes. Presentations involve a few 
slides describing the overall content of the class, and a list of 
questions that your group had about the reading that we can 
discuss as a group.

Grading



Homework (15% of grade)
We will have semi-regular homeworks. These should not be too 
long or onerous and should let you develop your skill and 
practice material covered in class. Often you will complete 
these assignments by filling out a webform or by completing 
some exercises on the class Jupyterhub instance and 
submitting your completed notebooks.

Labs (45% of grade)
The main part of the course will consist of three multi-part labs. 
These labs will expose key concepts in the psychology of 
cognition and perception and will consist of multiple exercises 
and reports. Most of this work will take place in the Jupyterhub.

Grading



Attendance

Attendance is necessary, with exceptions made for health and other 
issues you may be having. The course is cumulative and so that 
the information you learn on one day will be important for the 
following day’s learning. Thus, it is not something you can catch up 
easily with notes from a friend. If you have to be away for a class 
please let the instructor or TA know in advance. Also, students 
should aim to arrive at class on time as much as possible. Frequent 
tardiness will cause you to miss the quizzes.



Collaboration and honor code

We take the collaboration policy and academic integrity 
very seriously. Violations of the policy will result in zero 
points and possible disciplinary referral.

All work that students turn in must be their own work. For 
group assignments, all work must have been done by the 
students on the team and must include an 
acknowledgements section detailing the contribution of 
each team member. Any outside sources (articles, books, 
people) must be appropriately cited in written assignments. 
Turning in someone else’s work as your own is 
unacceptable and will result in a failing grade. Most 
importantly, such behavior is academically dishonest and 
lazy. Submit only your own ideas and words.



What you will come away with…

1. New or improved technical skills for collecting, analyzing, manipulating, and 
understanding data

2. Hands-on experience that will serve you well whether you pursue research, 
graduate work, or careers in industry (especially that deal with data in some 
way)

3. Classic examples of experiments, why they were designed they way they 
were, and 

4. How to ask good research questions, and design experiments for testing 
those questions



Questions?



Introductions

1) Your name
2) Department / degree program
3) What are your interests related to psychology? What do you 

hope to learn in this class?



For next time....

expect quiz!



Online background survey

Sign up on EdStem, view Peiling’s post, and complete the online 
background survey now! 

https://forms.gle/9F2a6xZoituf8C4P8

https://forms.gle/9F2a6xZoituf8C4P8

